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string to load into an object name I have 2 variables: file_name = 'blah.png' and folder_path = os.path.abspath(os.path.join(os.path.curdir, os.pardir)) I want to be able to load a path into an object named file_path and then be able to

call that object in my code by referencing it as: print file_path.blah When I pass: file_path = os.path.abspath(os.path.join(os.path.curdir, os.pardir)) to the initial variable, I get the correct path of my Python folder. However, when I
change the variable to: file_name = 'blah.png' I get the error of "ValueError: Unknown path pattern 'blah.png' for Python module 'file_path'". What is the best way to load an object to an variable which is only known by the variable's

name? A: You're
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